Some things are not always what they might first seem...

OpenSpace can be any size, in any configuration.

OpenSpace is part of a suite of interconnected products offered
exclusively by the AVDanzer Group. OpenSpace is specifically
designed to provide fast, efficient, open plan spaces that are highly
affordable and can grow with your requirements - without the
encumberances of certain building regulations. And if you order one
today, your site could be operational the next.

For our modular products please ask about LinkPak NG. We also have
a dedicated rental division in Rentacabin. Our robust and secure steel
products form the amazing Danzer range. And for full site preparation
and services, we have SiteFirst.
All these products are only available from AVDanzer.

OpenSpace can be anything you want it to be.
offices | changing rooms | canteens | drying rooms | meeting rooms
ablution units | stores | decontamination units | no-mains toilets
disabled toilets | site-first welfare units
Welfare facilities including
showers can be included

Large open plan area
make light, airy and
flexible office space
PIR controlled, low
energy lighting & timed
heating are available to
cut running costs

Canteen areas can
accommodate all site
personnel with kitchen
and servery an option

Full steel manufacture,
window shutters & steel
external doors provide
excellent security

Windows in single or
double glazing or even fire
resistant hard wood.

Our ECO spec offers cost
efficiency coupled with
green credentials.

Often, things aren’t what they first seem,
but some things like OpenSpace are
reassuringly better than you might think.
Anti-vandal, practical, and open plan,
OpenSpace is flexible, expandable, works
with standard fleet units, and can be
installed anywhere.

Linking the units is a
simple and speedy operation,
unit frames are bolted together
as units are lifted in to place.

With phased installation you could be up
and running within 24 hours!
OpenSpace maximises all your on-site
accommodation potential, growing while
you grow. It’s fast, it’s cheap, and it’s
incredibly flexible.
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External steel staircases
are in modules to offer
flexibility & can be
enclosed if required.

Unlike traditional modular buildings
OpenSpace units can be added or removed at
any time to reflect the needs of the project.
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OpenSpace by
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AV Group installed these 30 units providing welfare,
contractor and site office accommodation. The
installation has a viewing gallery on the roof of the
complex to allow BAM, their client and visitors to
observe the project during construction.

We have used a combination of standard hire fleet
units, and OpenSpace modules, making installing
a project on this scale much faster, and far more
economic than might at first seem.
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